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US-CHINA TRADE DISPUTE HAS EXPOSED THE DANGERS OF NO
MAJOR SUPPLY CHAIN IN THE AMERICAS

Last week the South China Morning Post, Asia’s leading English newspaper, carried an in-depth
feature on the issue of China’s intellectual property theft, the build up to China’s entry into the WTO
and the role played by the US Clinton administration. One observation was the level of IP theft which
was occurring in the period prior to 1995 (6 years prior to WTO entry). In 1995 the US and China
signed a bilateral agreement to foster new laws to enforce IP protection. The following year IP theft
grew rapidly, and the US sent a negotiating team to China nine times to meet with Chinese
negotiators. The lack of results caused the US to threaten 100% tariffs on 2 Billion USD of Chinese
imports if China did not enforce the 1995 agreement. The Clinton administration found these moves
were all opposed by US firms, Wall Street and anyone who advocated that the US had to focus on
access to the more than 1.3 billion potential Chinese consumers and US access to that market,
which had already begun to move supply chains to China or planned to as soon a WTO entry was
granted. Suddenly the US and China reached an agreement based on a simple Chinese promise.
From here the IP theft continued to expand, however, the lobbying was effective with no enforcement
forthcoming and the Clinton administration pushed Congress to approve permanent Most Favored
Nation (MFN) status for China. The New York Times called the granting of MFN a major part of
Clinton’s foreign policy” soon after China was granted WTO membership.
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Today, the question has arisen - who lost China? As all the facts come out the answer is clear. You
can also add the question of who caused the destruction of America’s and Europe’s cotton textile and
apparel supply chain. No US administration until Trump’s has attempted to correct 20 plus years of
failed policy. By 2010/11 40% of all global cotton consumption was in China. From 2001 to 2018 the
US has been battling to develop a strategy to move US cotton into exports markets and for most of
that time China has been the number 1 or 2 export market. At the same time, China has maintained
restrictive cotton import policies and in 2015 it basically limited imports to the WTO mandated quota
plus a small volume of processing quotas. In 2018 when the trade dispute with the US broke out
China placed a 25% duty on US cotton imported under the WTO mandated import quota in clear
violation of the WTO agreement.
From Clinton until today, US administrations have
failed to enforce the WTO agreement because of the
expanding economic relationship with China and the
complete outsourcing of supply chains to China. It
was also suspected that if a true adjustment was
attempted it could open a Pandora’s Box of issues.
It is now clear that is exactly what has happened;
what started as a simple need to address an
imbalance in trade has evolved into an extremely
complex international problem. Negotiations of many
of the issues have been attempted up, until today,
behind closed doors and without public or press
knowledge. China is responsible for many of the
issues coming to the forefront and instead of
following the successful strategy of Deng a more assertive policy emerged. At the same time the tariff
battle began to expand US economic interest condemned the Trump administration’s actions and
began to apply pressure. China instead of following the traditional path of letting US economic
interest pressure the administration or attempting to address the US concerns through normal
channels China launched aggressive, belligerent actions on a global level which has eroded much of
the traditional support base in the US and international community. The issues have been discussed
many times; the arrest of up to 3 million Xinjiang Uyghur, aggressive actions in the South China Sea,
aggressive spying initiatives across the West, record persecution
of Christians and all religions, exposed hacking of supply chains
and communication networks, China 2025 program to make
Chinese company leaders across all technology, disappearance
of major Chinese citizens regardless of position and attempts to
use it economic power to assert its will around the world.
China’s attempt to influence US public opinion continues with a
major pull out section from the China Daily featured this week in
the Washington Post. It has drawn attention for its boldness and
the fact it appeared in the Post which has been an outspoken
critic with negative coverage of the Trump administration.
Against this backdrop no settlement of the US China dispute
appears likely. The US has announced that if no deal is reached
by the Trump/Xi Jinping meeting at the G-20 then the US will
apply tariffs to all remaining Chinese imports. The US has also
started to apply National Security concerns to many issues; the
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US has begun to restrict Chinese companies from purchasing US technology and the first is a state
owned company accused of stealing US technology. For cotton these conditions mean no quick
resumption of exports to China appears likely and it remains to be seen if a 25% duty on all textile
apparel imports from China will create any movement. A survey at a major Chinese textile event of
cotton spinners revealed that spinners planned to import Brazilian, Indian and Australian cotton. This
is a very disturbing trend for US exporters.
On Thursday, however, a tweet by US President Trump and confirmation by Chinese leader Xi
Jinping sent cotton futures up over 200 points and soybeans futures up sharply. The President said
he had a great conservation with Xi that included trade and confirmed the two would meet later this
month at the G-20. Xi confirmed the call and indicated the US and China were talking on trade. The
markets around the world took the tweet and discussion as a positive development while others were
quick to suggest it meant nothing. It did raise the possibility that a trade deal might be reached
outside the resolution of the other major broader issues. The importance of the public relations battle
emerged at the Shanghai Import Trade Fair which will be held this week as the US has refused to
send an official delegation. Now the Chinese Commerce Ministry is encouraging firms to reannounce deals reached previously and bring forward future deals in order to make the event a big
success.
Supply chains across a host of products
are attempting to quickly move out of
China and as we know at this stage new
cotton spinning operations take years to
set up. In addition, it is not yet clear if new
spinning operations are being planned or
the effort will concentrate on simply
shipping Chinese fabric to other locations
for assembly which allows the product to
be labeled “made in” and avoids the tariffs.
An American Chamber of Commerce in
South China survey indicated a significant
move out of China. Southeast Asia is the
location benefiting with the top locations being Thailand, Philippines, Cambodia, Vietnam and
Singapore. FDI in Southeast Asia in the first six months of 2018 have reached 73 billion USD which
has dominated global FDI. It was interesting to note that a Chinese polyester producer is investing
175 million USD in a new polyester staple fiber plant in Vietnam and a South Korean company is
setting up a large polypropylene plant.
The lack of a US cotton consumption base or even a solid consumption base in the America’s is now
coming back to cause critical problems for the US cotton industry and cause disruptions to world
trade. The US, with a steady increase in average yields, is entering a period in which it can produce
20 million bales or more of cotton annually and the loss of a price incentive for soybeans, if it
persists, could easily add a million bales or more. To support prices and because of the low
consumption base the US needs to export a minimum of 16 million bales. US cotton exports have
only exceeded 14.9 million bales in three seasons, 2005/6 (17.673 million bales), 2016/17 (14.917)
and 2017/18 (15.847). The record was set in 2005/6 when China purchased 9.089 million bales. The
2005/6 season was also the last year of the Step 2 subsidy. Thus, exports of over 15 million is clearly
not the norm. China has been a significant buyer of US cotton since 2002; the lowest exports
occurred in 2014/15 when 852,000 bales were sold and the highest was in 2005/6. In 2017/18 when
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US exports reached the second highest level on record China purchased 2.526 million bales. China
took 2.239 million bales in 2016/17.
These sales illustrate
that for the US to reach
15 million bales or more
of exports 1 - 2 million
bales in sales to China
are required at a
minimum. Now in
2018/19 we must add
the Turkish crisis. All of
this is bringing home the
importance of a US
consumption base. If the
US had a consumption
base of 7 -8 million bales
then minimum exports
would fall to 12 - 13
million bales which could
be accomplished easily.
The mistakes of 2001
and the abandonment of
the US textile industry
are now haunting the US
cotton Industry. Not only
did China not free its
cotton import regime it
has also brought US
cotton imports into a trade dispute. Unlike many of the agriculture markets disrupted by the China
trade dispute cotton has a strong consumption base at retail. We estimate the US will consume
19.44 million bales of cotton at the retail level in 2019. We estimate US growers could receive on
average a minimum of 15 - 20 USD a bale for each bale of cotton consumed domestically which
means nearly 250 million USD in farmer income is lost on the portion of the crop moving to export vs
a domestic buyer. Moreover, there is the money lost by the aggressive basis levels required to move
cotton to export and the lack of proper quality premiums.
There has been no coordinated effort to bring a cotton supply chain back to the US or the Americas.
CAFTA has been a success and is responsible for allowing US cotton consumption to stabilize at
over 3 million bales, however, it has not stimulated any large investment in spinning which has
limited its ability to expand. US imports from CAFTA have been holding at more than 8 billion USD for
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several years compared to over 12 billion USD in imports from Vietnam, much larger than the
approximately 4.5 billion USD worth of textiles and apparel currently being imported from Mexico.
Imports from Mexico have fallen by more than 50% since their peak before China joined the WTO.
The drawback to the further extension of imports from CAFTA is the instability of the region.
Companies have suffered substantial losses in 2018 due to unrest and no additional investments are
likely until stability is assured. The region needs a significant US commitment and investment (a mini
Marshall Plan) and an elimination of the leftist, socialist influences which have caused the region
great pain. Until the US asserts leadership in the region it will offer no additional room for expansion
of US cotton offtake in either fiber, yarn or fabric.
Mexico offers a huge potential and here it is also about stability, rule of law and safety of the
investments which it has not yet been able to provide. Last week’s decision by the new incoming
President to halt the construction of a major new airport based on an informal poll even though it is a
third completed and has drawn major international investment has shaken confidence. In addition,
the inability of the Mexican army and police to halt the 14,000 plus illegal caravan of migrants and
criminals marching to the US border has undermined confidence in the safety of its borders. These
reasons have kept the largest investors in global textile and apparel operations from expanding to
the region. For now, consumption from the region will hold but not expand without a significant effort.
Currently, some new small plants are
emerging in the US but the likelihood of
massive new investment from the
Chinese global conglomerates which
seemed possible in 2017 are now
unlikely, as we discussed in detail a few
issues ago. This leaves the burden of
any new renewal of the US textile and
apparel supply chains in the hands of
others. Until this happens the US faces
a major burden shifting the needed
volume of cotton to export if China is
absent. We expect orders from US
brands and retailers to shift from China
to the VIBTEA (Vietnam, India,
Bangladesh, Turkey, East Africa and
the Americas) region. It remains to be seen though how long it will take for cotton use in this region to
increase and the willingness of companies to make
the needed investment. Chinese companies may
indeed lead the way with investments given their
expertise and need to avoid the US/China trade
dispute and the heavy-handed actions of Beijing.
The 2018 trade dispute with China and the USA
came at a very crucial time and at a time when the
cotton industry was unprepared for it. The entire US
agriculture sector appeared to believe the dispute
would be short. No one was prepared for what
followed and were shocked as they witnessed
China’s aggressive behavior. China’s actions have
made it quite clear that depending on one market is
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not a winning long-term strategy. Cotton has a strategic advantage over other US agriculture exports
due to its strong domestic consumption base. This provides the basis for an innovative strategy to
capitalize on this asset. For the moment all eyes will be on the G-20 meeting with the hope that the
larger issues between the US and China can be separated from trade.

BRAZIL: BOLSONARO ‘S WIN OPENS A NEW ERA FOR BRAZIL
Bolsonaro won the Brazilian presidential election in a landslide, 55% to 45%, ending the country’s
romance with Socialism and set the stage for a change in US and Brazilian relationship. Bolsonaro
has made it clear he is an ally of the US ending a decade or more of Brazil following the path of
Venezuela, Cuba and Bolivia. His first acts were to visit the President of Chile and send warm
remarks to Argentina and the USA. He is also very cautious on China and wants to halt Chinese
companies from buying up key Brazilian resources and companies. Since 2003 China has invested
124 billion USD in Brazil purchasing infrastructure, power, mining and agriculture companies.
Chinese companies operate 2 of Brazil’s largest dams. China has used this period of a weak national
government to make investments. Bolsonaro is expected to reset relations with China and open a
new era of relations with the US.

Many years ago, the US proposed a Free Trade of the America’s agreement with the goal of the
Americas, except Cuba, to all unite. After a decade of work the Socialist foursome of Bolivia’s Evo
Morales, Argentina’s Kirchner, Brazil’s Lula and Venezuela’s Chavez killed the agreement as they
wanted to unite the Americas against the US and form their own socialist coalition. We know how that
turned out, one of the countries destroyed, another suffering the worst corruption scandal and
recession in history while another experienced a series of economic setbacks and is under IMF
rescue today. Brazil seeking its own way has made it one of the most difficult countries in the world to
do business. It is very unclear if Bolsonaro will be able to unite the allies needed to end the
corruption, free agriculture and stimulate the industrial economy. If the discussion of a Free Trade
agreement with the US is again on the table, it would mean the forming of a Brazil/US alliance which
would be a very powerful tool in trade disputes with China. Together the two countries control much
of the world’s trade in many key commodities. It would also allow the Brazilian industrial complex to
awaken from a long slumber.
Last week President elect Bolsonaro already begun to put his stamp on a new foreign policy
confirming Brazil would move its Israel Embassy from Tel Aviv to Jerusalem putting Brazil on the
same page as the US. Sergio Moro, the judge which led the Car Wash scandal cleanup, has
accepted the job of leading the new Ministry of Justice and Public Security. He is a legend in Brazil
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and risked his life to tackle the corruption so his acceptance of the position indicates the Bolsonaro
administration is serious about tackling corruption and crime. His acceptance immediately drew
attacks from the left and Lula supporters who appear ready to try to undermine the new President
before he even takes office.
Excitement continued to grow with the new administration’s appointment of Dr Paul Guedes as the
new Economic Minister, a PHD in economist from the famed University of Chicago Business School.
He outlined in an interview his admiration for the “Chicago Boys” which were the architect of Chile’s
economic miracle that transformed it into the strongest economy in Latin America for decades and
led to a standard of living which has been the envy of the world. Dr Guedes co-founded Banco
Pactual, which later became BTG Pactual, in 1983 and once was Brazil’s largest homegrown
independent investment bank. This appointment has raised hopes the new administration will tackle
the bloated “deep state” in Brazil and unshackle the corporate sector from excessive regulations.
Brazil has 147 large state-owned companies which are in need of reform or privatization. Dr Guedes
stated that the pension system, budget deficit and tax policy are scheduled for reform while the
country’s textile and apparel sector could also be one of the beneficiaries. In the past Brazil has
attempted to find solutions to its many issues, such as outsourcing some procedures to Paraguay to
avoid its extreme energy cost.
The importance of these reforms to cotton trade cannot be underemphasized. Brazil has a population
in excess of 200 million people and fashion has always been important with the average consumer
spending more on apparel than most nations. Any renewed growth in consumer spending power
would have significant consequences on cotton use at retail. During their Socialist period even the
early growth in spending was met with imports. Brazil has the potential to consume more than 10
million bales of cotton at retail within the next 4 - 5 years. If this can be accomplished and the
demand is met by its own domestic apparel industry then this would reduce their dependence on
cotton exports thus shifting the focus to the domestic market, which would benefit the county and
cotton use. The current focus on Chinese imports is undercutting cotton use and promoting cheap
polyester and man-made apparel.
Under the Socialist administrations Brazil’s domestic market has been overrun with Chinese textiles
and apparel imports. In January - September Brazil exported 717.4 million USD of textiles and
apparel and imported 4.288 billion USD worth creating a massive trade deficit and denying hundreds
of thousands of Brazilians jobs. China provided 2.245 billion USD of the imports for a market share of
52.3%. Such a level of imports limits the willingness of Brazilian companies to invest in their
domestic market. The imports of this scale are
the result of China’s complex export subsidy
scheme and by Brazil’s extremely expensive
cost of electricity, complex labor laws and a
massive government bureaucracy. For
example, Brazil bizarrely includes tax policy
regarding electricity in its constitution which
has made it extremely difficult to reduce those
electricity cost since a constitutional change is
needed. This is just one example of the
bureaucratic legacy which Bolsonaro and his
staff are left with. Bolsonaro is inheriting a
serious pension problem which was born from
a Socialist dream. However, if the new
administration can eliminate, or at least greatly
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reduce, the corruption then billions of Real will be available for constructive projects.
Until now many global industrial companies have viewed Brazil as a country to source valuable
commodities but not for value added manufacturing or processing. Lenzing, one of the world’s
largest manufacturers of branded viscose fiber, has announced a joint venture with Duratex, a
Brazilian wood producer, to set up a 450,000 ton single-line dissolving wood pulp plant which
required a 1 billion USD investment. This will be the largest single-line dissolving wood pulp plant in
the world and at this stage the liquid wood pulp will be exported and any viscose fiber used by the
Brazilian textile industry will be imported. In January - September Brazil imported both viscose fiber
and polyester fiber from China. Brazil also imports a large amount of polyester yarn with Indonesia
the other major supplier.
India, Indonesia, Bangladesh and Vietnam have also been increasing apparel exports to Brazil. The
new administration has a monumental challenge if it going to be successful in reviving the industrial
complex in general and specifically the textile and apparel sector.

INDIA: GUJARAT PRODUCTION SET TO FALL SHARPLY FROM LAST
YEAR
Gujarat, perhaps the most innovative cotton producing state in India with the highest average cotton
yields in the country, has had an extremely tough 2018/19 season due to a poor monsoon while
irrigation supplies have also ran low. These conditions have taken a significant toll on the Cotton
Crop of India. The state planted 2,712,100 hectares to cotton which is up 2.68% following the
announcement of the higher MSP. To put the size of the Gujarat cotton acreage in perspective, it is
equal to 87% of the total cotton acreage in Texas in 2018. The largest cotton producing region in the
state is Saurashtra which planted 1,929,800 hectares. Within this district the average yield is
estimated to range from a low of 212 kilograms per hectare, less than one 480 lb. bale per hectare,
and up to 765 kg or 3.5136 480 lb. bales per hectare. These averages compare to over 5 bales a
hectare in the US and up to 7 - 8 in Brazil. This illustrates the challenge for cotton to be a profitable
crop in India. The Saurashtra district’s total production is expected to fall to 5,085,224 170 kg bales
based on an average yield of 447.88 kg, 2.05 480 lb. bales, per hectare compared to 7,371,076 170
kg bales in 2017/18. The 2018/19 average yield is down sharply from last year’s 637 kilograms per
hectare or 2.926 480 lb. bales per hectare.
The estimates are based on a survey by the Gujcot Trade Association. Yields in the Kutch area are
forecast to be down to 825 kilograms per hectare, 3.789 480 lb. bales, as compared to last year’s
960 Kg. 90% of all Kutch acreage is irrigated but the region’s planted acreage is small at only
56,300 hectares. Overall, the state is expected to produce 8,174,214 170 kg bales which is down
sharply from last year’s production of 10,014,496 bales. The average yield is estimated at 512.38 kg
per hectare or 2.35 480 lb. bales per hectare compared to 644.98 Kg per hectare, 2.96 480 lb. bales,
last season, in addition to 1.5 - 2.0 million additional bales from Maharashtra which will be ginned in
Gujarat.
Cotton consumption in Gujarat is increasing and will reach near 7 million 170 kg bales in 2018/19
which means export from the state will be limited or will have to come from old crops stocks and
nearby states.
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US COTTON EXPORTS WILL FALL SHORT WITHOUT A RESOLUTION OF
THE CHINA/TRADE DISPUTE
US cotton exports are showing weakness as we near the half way point in the season. Export
shipments in the latest week fell to only 109,800 running bales of upland and 8,900 bales of Pima.
This is nearly only a third of the average weekly shipment volume needed to meet the USDA
estimate. As we discussed in the opening analysis, the US faces major obstacles in pushing exports
past 15 million bales and it has never been done without sizeable sales to China. As we discussed in
detail last week, current US export sales to non-Chinese and non-Turkish markets are weak because
of aggressive offers of Greek, Turkish and Indian offers. In addition, the trade war has had a very
negative influence on Chinese purchases. The biggest problem remains the possibility that a large
block of the 1.344 million bales of sales still outstanding to China will be cancelled and additional
sales will not occur. The other overhanging issue is the possibility Turkish sales might drop to 50% or
more of last year’s levels. This leaves a major hole in export potential.
The lower color grade of the 2018/19 US crop means that the Turkey, Pakistan, Bangladesh and
Vietnam markets will be very important for the remainder of the season. The slow progress of US
export shipments combined with the large block of carry forward sales raises significant questions
about whether these sales be filled, canceled or rolled into new crop. All these sales were also made
at much higher prices.
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COTTON BEGINS TO MAKE INROADS AGAINST POLYESTER IN KEY
AREAS
When we look back it often brings memories of Under Armour’s beginning when it made its name by
attacking cotton. I am haunted by the memories of entering a Dicks Sporting Goods and seeing their
products displayed on a table with an Under Armour card which read, “We Hate Cotton”. Under
Armour’s founder, Kevin Blank, was a leader in sparking the trend in Athleisure wear which is
expected to reach 79 billion USD in the US sales in 2018. Its impact on cotton use has been huge as
elastic knits have replaced blue denim, as illustrated in a comparison of elastic knit imports into the
US verse blue denim. In 2012/13 the US imported approximately 50 million units of elastic knits
compared to 170 million units of blue denim but in 2017 imports of elastic knits imports surpassed
blue denim at 200 million units vs less than 177 million units of blue denim. This directly correlates
with a sharp drop in cotton’s market share of the apparel market. Today the importance continues as
Athleisure wear penetrates deeper into the traditional cotton markets and is even worn in the office
and other settings.
Cotton Inc alone has been attempting to address the issue but needs private sector help. One such
attempt to increase the use of cotton was the development of “Natural Stretch Cotton Technology”
which has given cotton stretch features without the inclusion of spandex. This innovation reduced the
care required for the product and has drawn the attention of Under Armour which has introduced a
men’s dress shirt that includes the technology. It has created excitement and represents the second
cotton technology now introduced and joins its charged cotton collection. Other brands have
introduced denim leggings which are 60-69% cotton with the balance in polyester and spandex.
When these products replace denim jeans cotton loses however when they replace the standard
100% man-made leggings with cotton the cotton is a winner. Cotton is in a real battle, however, the
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initiative by Under Armour suggests that even one of the leaders in Athleisure that once lead the
battle against cotton is now acknowledging the return of cotton.

USA HARVEST; THE YEAR OF THE STRICT LOW MIDDLING
The 2018/19 season will be remembered
as the year of the Strict Low Middling, the
US has enjoyed two back to back years
with excellent color grades, of course the
low mike issue in West Texas impacted
overall quality in 2017/18. In 2017 67.2%
of the US crop was Middling and above
color grades with only 21.1% falling to a 41
or Strict Low Middling color grade and in
2016 69.8% of the US crop classed
Middling color grade or better and only
20% fell to SLM. Last week 956,234 bales
were classed and over 70% of the volume
was 41 or Strict Low Middling or lower
color grades. Even Arizona was impacted
by two major rain events after the crop was
100% open and still in the field. 50.6% of
the cotton classed last week in AZ was 41/51 color grades which illustrates the extent the rains have
impacted all regions but California. The issues with color grades are slowing export trade, shipping
of existing orders and will lead to some replacement with Brazilian. Putting all those issues a side; it
also means the US will face heavy competition from Greek and Turkish cotton until those supplies
sell out.
The 7-day outlook suggests West Texas will be mostly dry which may allow for cotton to bleach out
the color grades for some improvement. Harvest will be in full swing across that region this week.
Rain will be possible in much of the Mid-South and Southeast. The quality of the Georgia crop which
is still left is not yet known.

ICE FUTURES REBOUND AS ALGO/HFT SYSTEMS FOLLOW
PRESIDENTIAL TWEETS
The main topic of conservations for traders of commodities and equities on Friday focused on how
the Algo/HFT artificial intelligence systems which rule movement on both futures and equity
exchanges are now programed to react to US Presidential tweets and comments. On Thursday a US
Presidential tweet following a phone call between Trump and Xi Jinping regarding the positive nature
of the call sent US equities surging and ignited a major rally in cotton and soybeans. This was
followed by press reports of an agreement between the US and China being drafted only to be
denied by US officials Friday morning, which sent equity and cotton prices lower. Finally, both
recovered when a comment by President Trump at an impromptu news conference. US equity
markets, soybean and cotton traders all want the same thing, an agreement between the US and
China that will end the tariffs. Adding to the drama is the sheer number of vested special interest that
stand ready to do all they can to sabotage an agreement. ICE cotton futures have few natural sellers
at current levels as crops are well hedged and new selling only comes when prices near such levels
as 80 cents.
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Cotton is clearly in a position which only a few months ago was very bullish but today the world
seems a very different place. The reason is that just like all the US companies that concentrated their
supply chains entirely in China the global cotton industry focused much of its future export trade and
consumptions hopes all in China. In the wild growth period from China’s entry into the WTO until
only a few months ago the world endorsed and assisted in China accumulating the most extensive
textile and apparel supply chains in the world while accumulating all the latest technology from
design to finished product. The machinery manufactures’ soon set up operations in China and all the
innovative technology of Italian and Swiss companies were soon in the hands of Chinese groups.
Looking back on how all this unfolded it can now be clearly seen as a precursor to “Made in China
2025” with the same formula being repeated in the high tech industry, company after company. The
model is complete and will work for most products. The non-Chinese countries, in their hunger to
reach the world’s largest consuming market and get their slice of the new Chinese wealth, have been
all too happy to assist.
The world did not realize that its hopes of China opening and moving to a free, open market had
already begun to be reversed when the world had to endure the impact of nearly 62% of the global
cotton stocks being held by the Chinese state. The economics of this state’s involvement was felt
around the world and only appeared ready to finally end this season to be replaced with tariffs on US
cotton imports, which are a major disruption to world trade. The US faces the drama of maintaining
exports without a solid regional consumption base and that is a big problem. The US needs to export
16 million bales or more annually and when you do the math you realize it cannot be done without
crop disasters in other producing markets or strong demand from China. However, with a
consumption base of soon to be 20 million bales at retail then solutions are possible.
For the moment prices remains in the hands of the US/China trade relations and it is a very unstable
place to be. The dangers for the shorts were made clear Thursday. A reopening of US cotton exports
to China and some return in confidence to Chinese mills for future orders should allow prices to
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again see the mid-80’s quickly, but, without a trade settlement the US faces a major hurdle in
achieving its needed export levels. Added to this concern is the color grades and the shortage of
Middling and above color grades. In 2016/17 the US produced a Middling and above long staple
crop, charged little premium for it and sold volume which took exports to 14.917 MB and last season
it sold its high grade, long staple crop at extremely cheap basis and little premium and a record low
mike Texas crop at huge discounts to push exports to 15.847 MB. Both years China took more than
2.2 MB while Turkey accounted for 1.8 MB. Both targets seem very hard to meet as we move toward
the half way point in the season in 8 weeks or so. The US appears set to have a record SLM and
lower color grade, long staple, premium mike, high strength and high uniformity crop. Will it move to
Pakistan, India, Vietnam in the needed volumes?
These conditions leave the world cotton market with lots of uncertainly and challenges as 2018 winds
down. One positive is that cotton’s market share has bottomed and will improve.
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management targets, valuation, opinions, prospects and returns, if any. Consequently the recipient of this newsletter must make their own investigations and
must satisfy themselves as to the particular needs of the recipient and seek professional independent advice. Jernigan Commodities Global, LLC disclaims all
liability at law and in equity from any and all damages, loss, claims, liability, costs and expenses of whatever nature arising directly or indirectly out of any act,
omission or decision made by the recipient in reliance upon this brochure or any statements made by any director, officer, employee or agent of Jernigan
Commodities Global, LLC.
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